Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 6 June 2019

WEATHER: Showers       TRACK: Good       KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.15pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Ineligible: Race 2 FAIRY MONELLI (6/6)
Injury: Race 1 VELOCITY PEBBLES (6/6), Race 3 CHICAGO NIGHTS (4/6), Race 7 VEIL SUCCESSOR (5/6)
Illness: Race 11 WINSOME JACKIE (5/6)

WARNINGS:
Race 12 Tony Weatherby - Failed to catch (FAYLETTE)

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 WILD PICKLE, Race 3 HELLO I'M LETTY, Race 9 FARMOR KA CHING

STEWARDS ADVICE:
Races 7-12 were manually started.
Race 5 was declared "no race" due to the starting boxes opening prior to the lure reaching the starting point. TAB was advised and all bets were refunded.

On the 7th June 2019, Trainer Mr N Minutillo advised Stewards that HART VIEW DICKY had pulled up with swelling on the offside hock and a dropped back muscle, following the running of race 7 at Greyhounds WA Mandurah on the 6th June and would be out for approximately 3 weeks.

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:31 PM
GEORGIE began quickly. CHAROS MOSCOW began slowly. WILD PICKLE & CROCODILE LEWIS collided soon after the start. MESSY PICKLE & GEORGIE collided on the first turn. CROCODILE LEWIS, SELENE MONELLI & MESSY PICKLE collided on the first turn, CROCODILE LEWIS & SELENE MONELLI lost ground. CROCODILE LEWIS & SELENE MONELLI collided on the first turn. MESSY PICKLE & JOE GUNDI collided several times approaching home. SELENE MONELLI checked off the heels of CROCODILE LEWIS approaching home. CROCODILE LEWIS galloped on the heels of MESSY PICKLE on the home turn, MESSY PICKLE stumbled and lost ground. GEORGIE & JOE GUNDI collided in the home straight.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/302 - Novice - 6:46 PM
BLUE DIABLO began quickly. JAX'S GIANT & WHAT'S UP MAC began slowly. ROMAN BLUE, IT'S A KURI & BLUE DIABLO collided on the first turn. IT'S A KURI checked off the heels of BLUE DIABLO and collided with ALL TEMPTATION on the first turn. IT'S A KURI & ALL TEMPTATION collided approaching the home turn. ALL TEMPTATION checked off the heels of IT'S A KURI approaching home. ALL TEMPTATION shifted out and collided with IT'S A KURI in the home straight. IT'S A KURI & ALL TEMPTATION collided approaching the finishing line.

Race 3 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 7:10 PM
HELLO I'M LETTY began quickly. HELLO APRIL & OUTLAW GENIUS collided soon after the start. BORUTO & HELLO APRIL collided approaching the first turn. BORUTO & HELLO APRIL collided on the first turn. OUTLAW GENIUS & TRUDY KEEPING collided on the first turn. DOUBLE CRACKER galloped on the heels of BORUTO on the home turn. DOUBLE CRACKER checked off the heels of BORUTO in the home straight. OUTLAW GENIUS checked off the heels of HELLO I'M LETTY in the home straight.

Race 4 - Grade 4/Country/302 - Grade 4 - 7:34 PM
SUNSET PRADA began quickly. HELLO ISSY began slowly. HELLO ISY checked off the heels of BENELLI MONELLI soon after the start. BENELLI MONELLI checked off the heels of GO LEVI soon after the start. YANKEE PARKER & OLDMATE AMY collided on the first turn, OLDMATE AMY lost ground and collided with BENELLI MONELLI. GO LEVI & NOBELIUM collided on the first turn. HELLO ISSY checked off the heels of JAGGERNAUGHT approaching home. GO LEVI & JAGGERNAUGHT collided approaching the finishing line.
Race 5 - Grade 5/Country/405 - Grade 5 - 7:55 PM
NO RACE.

Race 6 - Mixed 5/6/Country/490 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:17 PM
SUNSET ECHO began quickly. ZIPPING JULIET & NOTHING TO PROVE began slowly. ZIPPING JULIET & NOTHING TO PROVE collided soon after the start. ALIANTE, POCKETFUL & VIENNA CHARM collided on the first turn, ALIANTE lost ground. STALENBERG & ALIANTE collided on the first turn. NOTHING TO PROVE checked off the heels of ZIPPING JULIET on the first turn. POCKETFUL checked off the heels of WESTWORTH on the second turn. STALENBERG & POCKETFUL collided approaching home. ZIPPING JULIET checked off the heels of STALENBERG in the home straight. STALENBERG checked off the heels of VIENNA CHARM in the home straight.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/302 - Free For All (s) - 8:39 PM
LOOKOUT SNICKERS & SPUR MONELLI began quickly. GOODBYE, COMBINATION & RUNAWAY LOVE began slowly. HART VIEW DICKY & BURN THE JETTS collided soon after the start, HART VIEW lost ground. GOODBYE & RUNAWAY LOVE collided on the first turn. MOUSE LOMAR faded on the first turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that MOUSE LOMAR had a Left - Hindleg - Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 28 days.
HART VIEW DICKY was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Country/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:59 PM
CROCODILE DAISY & PROMETHIUM began quickly. NO ADDED SUGAR & ROXY'S DOUBLE collided soon after the start. NACHO LIBRE & ROXY'S DOUBLE collided soon after the start. NO ADDED SUGAR checked off the heels of FIRST RULE soon after the start. NO ADDED SUGAR & ROXY'S DOUBLE collided on the first turn, NO ADDED SUGAR lost ground. PROMETHIUM & COSMIC COLADA collided on the first turn. CROCODILE DAISY checked off the heels of SUNSET OCTAVIA approaching home. COSMIC COLADA checked off the heels of PROMETHIUM approaching home. NACHO LIBRE & PROMETHIUM collided on the home turn. NACHO LIBRE & NO ADDED SUGAR collided in the home straight.

Race 9 - Grade 6/Country/302 (1) - Grade 6 - 9:17 PM
FARMOR KA CHING began quickly. JELLY BABY began slowly. PRESLEY PARKER & SHE'S A KNOCKIN' collided soon after the start. DAISY EYES & HOW'S IT SCARY collided on the first turn, DAISY EYES lost ground. PRESLEY PARKER & SHE'S A KNOCKIN' collided on the first turn. JELLY BABY checked off the heels of HOW'S IT SCARY on the first turn. JELLY BABY checked off the heels of HOW'S IT SCARY approaching home.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 9:37 PM
EASY FLYER, ABBY BOY & CHARGING BULLETT began quickly. EDGE CRUSHER & SHEER DREAMS collided soon after the start. EDGE CRUSHER, SHEER DREAMS & BLACK LIGHT collided soon after the start. ALLEGATIONS & CHARGING BULLETT collided on the first turn. EDGE CRUSHER & GO GETTEM BELLS collided on the first turn, GO GETTEM BELLS lost ground. SHEER DREAMS checked off the heels of GO GETTEM BELLS approaching the home turn. CHARGING BULLETT checked off the heels of ABBY BOY and collided with EASY FLYER approaching the home turn. SHEER DREAMS & BLACK LIGHT collided approaching the home turn. EDGE CRUSHER & CHARGING BULLETT collided on the home turn. EDGE CRUSHER checked off the heels of ALLEGATIONS on the home turn. SHEER DREAMS & BLACK LIGHT raced wide on the home turn. CHARGING BULLETT checked off the heels of ALLEGATIONS in the home straight. EASY FLYER & ALLEGATIONS collided in the home straight. EASY FLYER checked off the heels of ALLEGATIONS in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 9:57 PM
HELLO I'M STEWIE & INCREDIBLE EVIE began quickly. OH THAT'S COLD & EVER THE SAME collided soon after the start. SCHMICK AS & OH THAT'S COLD collided on the first turn. IMA KURI checked off the heels of DYNA ELVIO approaching home. SCHMICK AS checked off the heels of EVER THE SAME approaching home. HELLO I'M STEWIE checked off the heels of INCREDIBLE EVIE approaching home. OH THAT'S COLD hit the inside running rail approaching home. SCHMICK AS checked off the heels of JET FLYER on the home turn.
EM'S LIL GEM, FARMOR SHADY, FAYLETTE & SVETLANA MONELLI began quickly. MISS BLUE began slowly. FARMOR SHADY & FAYLETTE collided soon after the start. LIGHTNING CASSIE & HOSIER LANE collided on the first turn, HOSIER LANE lost ground. THUNDER BOOM checked off the heels of EM'S LIL GEM on the first turn. EM'S LIL GEM & FARMOR SHADY collided on the first turn. FARMOR SHADY & FAYLETTE collided approaching home. LIGHTNING CASSIE & SVETLANA MONELLI collided approaching home. LIGHTNING CASSIE checked off the heels of FARMOR SHADY and collided with SVETLANA MONELLI approaching home. HOSIER LANE checked off the heels of THUNDER BOOM approaching home. FAYLETTE checked off the heels of EM'S LIL GEM on the home turn. FARMOR SHADY checked off the heels of FAYLETTE in the home straight.

FINAL.